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Elmer and Aunt Zelda - David McKee 2017-03-01
Elmer and Wilbur visit their Aunt Zelda. She
may be getting old and deaf, but she is fun and
has lots of interesting things to show the two
young elephants. A warm and funny Elmer

Elmer's Opposites - David McKee 2014-01-01
Elmer is BIG. Bird is SMALL. Tiger is FAST.
Tortoise is SLOW. Have fun looking at opposites
from FRONT to BACK in this delightful board
book!
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adventure extolling the virtues of crossgenerational relationships.
Elmer and the Bedtime Story - David McKee
2022-03-01
It's bedtime, and Elmer's looking after two baby
elephants. But how will he get them to sleep? A
good walk will do it, Elmer thinks. But as they
walk past their friends, everyone in the jungle
seems to think he should tell them a bedtime
story, and they each have their own favorites.
What's yours?
Elmer on Stilts - David McKee 2010
Elmer has another of his good ideas in this large
format classic Elmer story. The hunters are
coming and all the elephants are worried. Elmer,
the patchwork elephant, comes up with a plan to
outwit the hunters but things don't turn out
quite as planned. "From the Non-traditional book
edition."
Elmer and the Hippos - David McKee 2014-01-01
Elmer, the patchwork elephant, has been a
favorite of children around the world since the
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

first book debuted in 1989. In Elmer and the
Hippos, the elephants are not happy. The hippos'
river has dried up, and they have moved into the
elephants' river. Some of the elephants don't like
sharing. Elmer decides to investigate. He
discovers the hippos' dry river could be
fixed—but only if the hippos and the elephants
drop their prejudices and work together.
Elmer and the Lost Treasure - David McKee
2021-04-06
Elmer, Wilbur, and a brave troop of elephants
set out on a quest to find the famous Lost
Treasure of the jungle. When they stumble
across a beautiful forgotten temple, Elmer's
friends rush inside, eager to find the Lost
Treasure before them, but Elmer appears to
have stopped searching . . . A new Elmer tale
from master storyteller David McKee that
delivers just as much pathos as the very first.
Elmer and the Tune - David McKee 2017-09-01
When Rose meets Elmer she's humming a tune,
a tune she just can't get out of her head. When
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she leaves, Elmer realizes he can't get the tune
out of head either—and as he crosses the jungle
he can see the infectious tune spreading to every
animal Rose has met! Can Elmer help everyone
get rid of it?
Elmer and the Whales - David McKee
2014-05-01
Elmer and his cousin Wilbur decide to go to the
coast to see the whales. But their journey
becomes far more of an adventure than they
expected, when they find themselves lost at sea.
Can the whales help them back to shore?
My First Elmer Joke Book - David McKee 2000
Elmer loves to make his friends laugh, and
here's a selection of all his favourite elephant
funnies, jungle jokes and lots more. Why did
Elmer wear sunglasses? HE DIDN'T WANT TO
BE RECOGNISED Why do elephants have
trunks? BECAUSE THEY'D LOOK SILLY IN
BIKINIS!
Belinda Brown - David McKee 2018-07-05
David McKee has created a new modern classic
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

with the story of Belinda, a banana-obsessed
young girl. Her whole family thinks it's a phase,
except for Grandma Brown: she worries, and
worry is hard to keep down. She asks Belinda to
give up her favourite fruit before she gets a
banana-shaped body, but Belinda has other
ideas... 'What a joy; a new rhyming book from
the Elmer and Mr Benn creator, David McKee...
Fantastic illustrations' THE TIMES
Elmer and Grandpa Eldo - David McKee
2016-04-01
Elmer is on his way to visit his Grandpa Eldo. He
has great fun reminding Eldo of all the things
they used to do together, but is Eldo quite as
forgetful as Elmer thinks? He may be old, but he
is an elephant, after all, and elephants never
forget. Do they?
Elmer and the Big Bird - David McKee
2014-01-01
Elmer, the patchwork elephant, has been a
favorite of children around the world for
decades. When Elmer realizes that the birds are
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being frightened by the big bully bird, he comes
up with an ingenious solution which will rid
them of the nasty bully for good!
Mr Benn - Gladiator - David McKee 2017-03-02
Mr Benn always visits a costume shop, chooses a
costume and goes through a special door. Then,
as if by magic, he can travel to the era
represented by the costume. This time he
choosesa gladiator costume . . . and he is
transported to Ancient Rome. But he has
forgotten that gladiators fought one another.
When the Emperor spots Mr Benn, he has him
carried off to the arena. The worried gladiators
there explain that they must fight, even though
fighting is wrong. Will it be thumbs down for the
alternative entertainment Mr Benn proposes?
Not Now, Bernard - David McKee 1996
This is the story of Bernard, whose parents are
too busy to understand that there is a monster in
the garden... and one that wants to eat him!
Elmer - David McKee 2019-05-02
Elmer is different. Elmer is patchwork. The grey
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

elephants all love him, but he soon starts to
wonder what it would be like to be just the same
as them... Full of colour, wisdom and pathos,
little readers will love this classic tale at
bedtime. Collect this special 30th birthday
hardback edition of David McKee's first book
about Elmer, that turned this adorable
patchwork elephant into a nursery favourite.
With this collector's edition comes a very special
Elmer print inside! Deservedly a modern classic,
with over ten million copies of his books sold
worldwide, Elmer's subtle message, that it is ok
to be different, resonates with children across
the world. Elmer the colourful patchwork
elephant has been a nursery favourite since this
first book was published in 1989. Happy 30th
Birthday, Elmer! 'A deserved favourite with the
2-5s' SUNDAY TIMES
Elmer and Snake - David McKee 2013-09-01
Two friends of Elmer the patchwork elephant
want to play a trick on him with help from
Snake, but Snake and Elmer have plans of their
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own.
The Conquerors - David McKee 2017-05-04
There once was a large country that was ruled
by a General. The General would take his army
and attack all the countries around him until
they were conquered. Eventually, there was only
one small country left to conquer. However, this
one did not resist but welcomed the soldiers leading to a quite unexpected result!
Elmer's Little Library - David McKee
2016-01-07
From colourful Elmer comes the perfect library
for little hands that makes discovering first
concepts fun. This chunky little library contains
four board books -- "Colours, Numbers, Shapes
"and "Actions." Little hands will love turning
each sturdy page and meeting favourite friends
from the world of Elmer the patchwork elephant.
Having fun in the world of Elmer, preschoolers
will naturally absorb the basic concept
information. Turn over the four board books, and
their back covers will create a fun jigsaw."
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

Elmer's Birthday - David McKee 2019-09-03
The elephants decide it's their turn to play a
trick on Elmer: all of the animals must pretend
to forget his birthday tomorrow! But when the
day comes the trick doesn't quite go according
to plan. The elephants should have listened to
Elmer's friends . . . A new tale to celebrate
Elmer the Patchwork Elephant's 30th birthday
from master-storyteller David McKee, this is the
twenty-seventh Elmer storybook!
Elmer and Snake - David McKee 2013-09-01
The elephants want to play a trick on Elmer but
they can't think of one! So they ask wily old
Snake to help them. Discover who tricks whom
in this entertaining picture book about
everyone's favorite patchwork elephant.
Elmer, Rose and Super El - David McKee
2012-10-04
Rose and the pink elephants are celebrating
Old's one-hundredth birthday. The celebrations
take an unexpected turn when Old becomes
stranded on a dangerous cliff top. Rose rushes to
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get help. It sounds like a job for Super El!
Two Monsters - David McKee 2009-01-01
Two monsters live on each side of a mountain.
Sometimes they talk through the hole in the
mountain, but they never see each other. One
evening, they get into a silly argument about
whether day is departing or night is arriving,
which escalates into a rock throwing fight, which
eventually destroys the mountain, and enables
the monsters to see each other's point of view
and live together as friends.
Elmer and Super El - David McKee 2014-01-01
One morning, Elmer hears an "Oh no!" Looking
around, he spots Super El, who's in need of
Elmer's help. He must get to Aunt Zelda without
any of the other animals seeing him and, as
usual, it's up to Elmer to come up with a cunning
plan!
Elmer and the Rainbow - David McKee
2014-01-01
Elmer and the other elephants are waiting for
the storm to end so they can see the beautiful
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

rainbow. But something dreadful has
happened—the rainbow has lost its colors! Elmer
decides to give his own colors to the rainbow.
But what will happen to Elmer if he gives the
rainbow his own colors? Will he lose them
forever?
Elmer and the Flood - David McKee 2015
After days of being in a cave with the rest of his
herd due to torrential rains, Elmer the
patchwork elephant is ready for some time
alone, but first he must get help to rescue Young
Elephant from an island formed by flood waters.
Elmer and the Monster - David McKee
2014-09-01
There is pandemonium in the jungle! A strange
roar sends all the animals stampeding. Only
Elmer is brave enough to investigate and
discover that monsters aren't always as scary as
they seem.
Elmer's First Counting Book - David McKee
2014-01-01
Count from 1 to 10 with Elmer, everyone's
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favorite patchwork elephant, in this amusing
board book!
Elmer's Special Day - David McKee 2014-01-01
Elmer, the patchwork elephant, has been a
favorite of children around the world since the
first book debuted in 1989. Elmer's Special Day
is the latest book in this classic series. It's
almost Elmer Day again for the elephants, and
they are getting their colorful parade outfits
ready. But in their excitement they are making
an awful lot of noise and upsetting the other
animals. So Elmer changes the rules and invites
every single animal to join in the parade. And
they have a surprise in store for Elmer . . .
Who Is Mrs Green? - David McKee 2005
Jennifer finds out that her mother's bad mood
was caused, through a curious string of events,
by Mrs. Green.
Elmer and the Race - David McKee 2016
"First published in Great Britain in 2016 by
Andersen Press Ltd. ... London."
Two Monsters - David McKee 2013-04-04
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

Two monsters live on either side of a mountain.
Sometimes they talk through the hole in the
mountain, but they never see each other. One
evening, they get into a silly argument about
whether day is departing or night is arriving,
which escalates into a rock throwing fight, which
eventually destroys the mountain, and enables
the monsters to see each other's point of view
and live together as friends.
Hide and Seek! - David McKee 2017-05-04
Elmer and Bird are playing hide and seek.
Lifting the flaps to look behind the rock, in the
herd of elephants and even behind Elmer's ear.
Sturdy cut-out flaps are specially designed for
little hands and this book is a cleverly interactive
introduction to the fun and mischief of Elmer
and his friends.
Elmer and the Race - 2016-09-01
The young elephants want to have a race to
prove who is fastest, so Elmer and Wilbur
organize a course. With each racer decorated a
different color, they set off around the course
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and discover things about themselvesBlue is
first, Orange is second, White is kind, Pink and
Violet are funny, and Yellow is a cheat. Luckily
Yellow also learns he is very good at saying
sorry, so each young elephant gets a medal from
Elmer.
Elmer's Christmas - David McKee 2014-01-01
Elmer, the patchwork elephant, has been a
favorite of children around the world for
decades. It's Christmas, and the young elephants
are very excited for Papa Red's annual visit! All
the presents are ready, but this year Elmer has a
special treat in store for the young elephants—if
they can keep quiet and out of sight . . .
Elmer's Walk - David McKee 2018-09-01
As Elmer strolls through the jungle, appreciating
the beautiful smell of the flowers or watching
the butterflies dance, his friends rush past, far
too busy to stop and enjoy it with him. Can
Elmer find anyone to share the moment with?
Tusk Tusk - David McKee 2018-08-09
Once, elephants came in two colours: black or
by-david-mckee-andersen-press

white. They loved all other creatures - but each
set wanted to destroy the other. Peace-loving
elephants ran and hid in the deepest jungle
while battle commenced. The war-mongers
succeeded: for a long time it seemed that there
were no elephants in the world at all, not of any
colour. But then the descendants of the peaceloving ones emerged from the jungle, and by
now they were all grey. ‘This book was one of my
favourites as a kid, I simply relished in the
gloriousness of a load of elephants battling it out
in a bizarre forest. It wasn’t until I was a bit
older that I recognised the importance of the
message that lay (not so subtly) underneath.’
OLIVER JEFFERS
Elmer and the Whales - David McKee
2014-08-01
Elmer and his cousin Wilbur decide to go to the
coast to see the whales. But their journey
becomes far more of an adventure than they
expected when they find themselves lost at sea.
Can the whales help them back to shore?
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Two Can Toucan - David McKee 2001
Pursuing a useful job in the city, the bird now
known as the toucan acquires a name and
multicolored plumage to take back to the jungle.
The Elmer Pop-up Book - David McKee 1996
Elmer the patchwork elephant, goes for a walk
in the jungle meeting many animals.
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Elmer and the Tune - David McKee 2017-09-07
When Rose meets Elmer she's humming a tune,
a tune she just can't get out of her head. When
she leaves, Elmer realises he can't get the tune
out of his head either – and as he crosses the
jungle he can see the infectious tune spreading
to every animal Rose has met! Can Elmer help
everyone get rid of it?
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